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I got the word via Facebook earlier this week that Frank Tupper had fallen at his home and was 
in intensive care.  Frank was one of two theology professors from whom I took multiple classes 

in seminary.  The other was a very senior scholar named William Hendricks.  I took classes from 
Bill Hendricks because I had to – he taught the classes that connected to my M.Div. 

“Communications” track, the politically acceptable name given to the degree plan created for the 
radio, tv, drama, and opera folk that the seminary had decided to recruit in the last burst of 

creativity before the fundamentalist take-over clamped down hard on any hint of free-thinking 
liberalism.  Dr. Hendricks and I had a love/hate relationship – we both loved the arts but we 

didn’t like each other much.  Still, we managed a grudging respect and he even tried to recruit 
me to the doctoral program before I left Southern Seminary for good. 

 
But I took classes from Frank Tupper because I felt a kinship to him.  He was the primary prof 

for my “Formation for Christian Ministry” class, then required of all incoming students.  I felt 
immediately that we were sympatico and so signed up for his two semester Intro to Systematic 

Theology and later for his seminar on the Providence of God.  Frank’s grief over the far-too-
early death of his wife, Betty, and his struggle to make sense of that tragedy and many others in 

light of God’s providence echoed my own grief over the far-too-early death of my mother and 
subsequent struggles.  His book, A Scandalous Providence, was as influential on me as were 

some of the classics he assigned his students.  It’s because of Frank Tupper that I’ve read books 
by German theologians Jürgen Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg, English divine John A.T. 

Robinson, and many others. 
 

Mixed in with the news of Frank’s injury and updates on his condition this week was the link to 
a podcast he recorded in December as part of a regular series called “Homebrewed Christianity.”  

Wanting to hear Dr. Tupper’s voice again in the shadow of the possibility that it might soon be 
silenced forever, hoping to recapture the inspiration I found in his classes, I submitted myself to 

a nearly 3-hour listening session.  I wish I could recommend it to all of you but I cannot in good 
faith. 

 
The reasons are twofold.  First and foremost is the podcast host, a young Baptist scholar who’d 

been Dr. Tupper’s student at Wake Forest and later was an associate pastor at one of our 
Evergreen churches in the Bay Area.  He is well-meaning and highly intelligent but does not 

understand how to edit himself, in print or in speech.  Rather than allowing his guest space to 
share from his many years of teaching and life experience, I’d say the host spoke for at least 60% 

of the time on that long recording.  For someone who’d tuned in to hear his guest and not the 
host, this was at least mildly annoying. 

 
But the real reason I can’t recommend the podcast to you all is somewhat more complicated.  

The conversation, as one might expect between two men with doctorates in theology, was both 
erudite and esoteric, focused on how God’s providence functions in the crisis times of our lives.  

Now, this is a well-educated, well-read, and smart congregation.  I’m not suggesting that the 
learning level of the podcast would be beyond your understanding.  But neither do I think that 

the conversation would be entirely helpful without at least a master’s level “Intro to Theology” 
course.  Terms that were glibly used in the podcast simply aren’t a part of the lives of most of us.  

I found myself digging in my memory for definitions during their conversation and then 
struggling to catch up with the flow.  Occasionally, my attention wandered.  And I realized that 
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the points that were being most intently debated were of signal importance to these two 
theologians, charged with investigating and sharing the profound truths of the nature of God with 

other, younger theologians and the occasional intellectually ambitious pastor, but at the same 
time points that the vast majority of us may consider a scarce handful of times in our lives. 

 
For the professional (or even amateur) theologian, then, what is crucial is how our faith works at 

the edges, in times of crisis, when we are left bereft of the normal boundaries and markers of life.  
That’s an important calling but it’s not a calling where most of us spend much time.  Instead, we 

tend to be most concerned about how our faith functions in the day-to-day, mundane details of 
life.  What we all want to ask of our spiritual leaders is that question you have heard me often 

offer on your behalf: How then shall we live?  So today I want to examine two passages which 
answer this question with great directness, which together give rise to what I think we can call 

the ethics of love.  Since, as you have also heard me say many times, God loves us and, indeed, 
is love, we are called by God to conduct ourselves by a rule of love, evaluating our behavior in 

the world by the love of God which connects us to our Loving Creator, to our neighbors, and to 
all of God’s creation. 

 
We’ll approach the details of that rule of life and love in a few minutes.  They are, by and large, 

still understandable to us today.  But you may have noticed that our two passages this morning 
began, in Leviticus, and ended, in Matthew, with some pretty broad and rather difficult-sounding 

commandments.  In Leviticus, it’s “You shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy.”  
Matthew quotes Jesus as saying, “Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.”  

Both of those imperatives are rather daunting to say the least. 
 

Let’s consider Leviticus first.  When we hear the word “holy” now, our minds may go in one of 
two directions.  When we think of the holiness of God, on the one hand, we may think of 

awesome power with images from the old hymn, “Holy, Holy, Holy” uppermost in our minds.  
God is ever-living, with saints of old and cherubim and seraphim falling before the throne in 

worship.  God is both hidden in darkness and too bright for human eyes to stand, Creator of all, 
the final Judge.  Obviously we are none of those things. 

 
But the word “holy” or “qadosh” has a very interesting history in Torah.  Certainly it came to 

mean all those things I just mentioned but before that it simply meant “set apart,” as in set apart 
to God.  And even before that, qadosh had some very practical meanings.  It had to do with the 

proper disposal of waste products, both human and animal.  It had to do with what was OK to eat 
and what wasn’t.  It had to do with washing yourself.  It was, in large part, about good hygiene.  

It was about being “clean.” 
 

Cleanliness or purity, which is another concept contained in qadosh, can still be difficult ideas 
for us in religious terms.  We tend to think of the over-pious cleanliness of the Pharisees, against 

which Jesus pushed.  He called them “whitewashed tombs,” clean on the outside and full of 
rottenness on the inside.  Many of us still are suspicious of people who are publicly pious, 

wondering just what those gleaming exteriors are covering up.  But in day to day life, we still 
recognize clean as a good thing.  In current street lingo, clean is a compliment, meaning 

desirable, fashionable, and, well, clean.  Consider the following examples: “Girl, that outfit is 
clean!  Man, that’s one clean Cadillac.  You can trust me; I’m clean!” and so on.  Members of 
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our resident recovery groups proudly keep track of the days, weeks, months, and years that they 
have been clean. 

 
So, if I say to you, “be clean, just like God is clean,” it may give you a better understanding of 

what God is asking of us.  We are to keep ourselves undefiled, to present to the world a life that 
others can admire and desire to emulate.  We are, as we are taught in Leviticus, to be honest, to 

be caring, to protect others, especially those who cannot protect themselves.  We are, above all, 
to love those whom God has placed in our lives, whether they be family, friends, or that weird 

family who doesn’t speak English who just moved in down the street.  That, my friends, is clean.  
 

At the end of the reading from Matthew comes another hard word: perfect.  It’s another positive 
word that has gained negative connotations, when it has any meaning at all.  Sometimes, I think 

that the very next waiter who tells everyone at my table that their choices for food or drink are 
“Perfect!” is gonna get the snot slapped out of them.  Is that happening to the rest of y’all?  And, 

of course, we’ve been taught to beware of perfectionism, to “not let the perfect be the enemy of 
the good,” and so forth.  We often defend ourselves when we make mistakes by saying “Hey, 

nobody’s perfect.”  So what does it mean to say, “Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father 
is perfect?” 

 
I have two thoughts to share, one based on vocabulary again, the other based on context.  First, 

the vocabulary: the Greek word used in Matthew here is τέλειος; literally, “brought to its end,” or 
“complete.”  Although “perfect” is an understandable construal, Jesus is literally telling his 

followers to be complete.  But complete in what?  If we look at the context, Jesus has been 
talking about loving even those who would seem unworthy of love – the cruel superior, the 

occupying soldier, the enemy.  What we are to be complete in, then, is love.  Or, as the founding 
pastor of this congregation is famous for saying, “Love everybody!”  That’s how to be complete.  

That’s how to be clean.  That’s how to be perfect.  That’s how to be holy. 
 

So, keeping in mind that the goal is to live lives that others admire and in which we are 
completely loving, what are the strategies we use to get to those Big Hairy Audacious Goals (and 

those who have been participating in the strategic planning process will understand those terms 
well)?  Let’s start back in Leviticus.  First of all, God says to Moses, the farmers of Israel are not 

to harvest all of the crops for which they’ve labored in the hot sun, toiling away doing planting 
and weeding and pruning until their backs ached.  No, instead of gathering all that they’ve 

worked so hard for, they are to leave some of it behind to feed those lazy immigrants, those bad 
hombres who threaten our American lifestyle of having more than we really need.  Terrible!  

Bad!  A threat to national security!  Oh, sorry…  I was momentarily possessed by a Twitter 
spirit. 

 
Look, I don’t want to belabor the point but the Bible is full of admonitions to take care of 

immigrants.  For one thing, they are our neighbors, whom Yahweh tells Moses the people of God 
are to love.  For another thing, Israel, God’s Chosen People, have been immigrants themselves.  

They should remember what it’s like to be strangers in a strange land, with the odds and the 
system stacked against them.  And so, my sisters and my brothers, should we.  Of those of us 

here this morning, who can claim that 100% of their ancestors lived on this continent 500 years 
ago?  50%?  Any?  We are all immigrants to some degree or another and the only reason we are 
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here this morning is because someone welcomed our ancestors or us and made room for us in 
their world.  Should immigration be an orderly and law-abiding process?  Of course it should.  

But those who are here are here.  They are our neighbors and we are to love them as ourselves.  
 

As I’ve already mentioned, the teachings of Leviticus are to be honest in all our dealings and not 
to take advantage of those who are somehow weaker than we are, whether that is in terms of 

physical ability or positional power.  I’ve been talking with our friends Tom Nielsen and Wim 
Mauldin who are working with the leadership in our Evergreen Association Euro Caucus on 

instituting trainings in the Euro churches on White Privilege, how to recognize it and how to 
dismantle it.  We’re going to meet this coming Friday to begin constructing a series of lessons in 

our Adult Sunday School hour and sermons on this important issue.  I hope all of you, including 
those of you whose heritage is not European, will participate.  I think we all have important 

perspectives to share.  And we all need to understand how the systemic racism of White 
Privilege can be understood, exposed, and neutralized.  That’s part of loving our neighbor, part 

of being holy and perfect. 
 

The ethic of love taught in Leviticus may be the easier of the two passages for us to relate to this 
morning.  It’s written as instructions to the Israelites for once they have control of their land.  

The teachings of Jesus in Matthew are a little different.  They are aimed at a people in an 
occupied homeland, whether it was Judea and Galilee of Jesus’ day or the dispersed Jewish-

Christians of the time following the destruction of the Temple.  Either way, God’s people are 
now the underdogs again, subject to beatings and commandeering as pack carriers by the Roman 

occupiers.  I know I’ve said it to this group before but I’ll say it again: the Greek here does not 
simply mean “Do not resist evil (or an evildoer)” but instead “Do not violently resist evil.”  We 

all know that Jesus resisted evil with all his heart.  He resisted the temptations of Satan.  He 
called out and resisted the evil of legalism in the Pharisees.  He exorcised evil spirits.  But the 

closest he came to violence himself was in chasing the moneychangers from the Temple and 
overturning their tables.  Of our English translations of the Bible, “Good News for Modern Man” 

comes closest to getting it right: “Do not take revenge on someone who does you wrong.”  In 
other words, don’t enter into the spiraling cycle of violence.  

 
If you are dubious about this re-translation, I can offer you some other Biblical references that 

show that this idea continued among Jesus’ followers.  In one of his earliest letters, Paul wrote to 
the Thessalonians, “See that none of you repays evil for evil, but always seek to do good to one 

another and to all.”  Later, to the church in Rome, Paul wrote, “Do not repay anyone evil for evil, 
but take thought for what is noble in the sight of all… Beloved, never avenge yourselves… if 

your enemies are hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, give them something to drink… Do not 
be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.” 

 
When Jesus says, “Give to everyone who begs from you,” he begins a turn from nonviolent 

resistance to love.  From an act of charity (a Latin word, we should remember, for the highest 
form of love), Jesus goes on to add example after example of the unlikely ones we are to love.  

Not just beggars but those who have stood against us and actively harmed us, our enemies and 
our persecutors.  The juxtaposition is a good reminder to us that successful nonviolent resistance 

must be fueled by love, by a deep respect for the personhood of those to whom we stand in 
opposition.  If we oppose without love, it is far too easy for a nonviolent façade to crack and 
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hatred to come pouring out in the form of violence and revenge.  But when we love those who 
are different to us, even those who are our enemies, then we begin to construct a way of living 

under God that is not based on exclusion but on compassion. 
 

Why is this important?  Jesus tells us that God does not exclude – God loves.  God sends the sun 
and the rain needed for crops and for life in equal measure to those who honor God and those 

who do not.  God’s love is without boundaries.  So must our love be without boundaries, so that 
we live into God’s compassion and are found righteous in God’s eyes as a result.  We are to be 

complete in our loving as God is complete in loving. 
 

These passages are part of the core of the ethics of love.  This is how we are to live, given that 
God has loved us and forgiven us and keeps on loving and forgiving no matter what.  We are the 

children of the nations who have been grafted into the tree of Israel, included in the promises 
made to Abraham and Sarah and their descendants.  In turn, we are to love, not just those who 

are easy to love but those who are hard to love, those who hurt us, those who aren’t like us, those 
who will cost us something to love them.  That is how we live lives that others admire, that is 

how we are complete in love.  That is how we are holy and perfect.  That is how we are children 
of God.  For the love of God and the grace of Christ Jesus and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, 

thanks be to God.  Amen. 


